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some of its techmaues Peter Brook s US It was
splendidly acted by the New lork Isegro En
semble
Arnold Wesker (b 1932)
Weaker son of a Jewish Hungarian father and a
Russian mother first became a chef and worked
in Norwich London and Paris before taking a
us months course at the London School of lilm
Techniaue where lie wrote his first play
He is known not only as i dramatist but also
as a devoted socialist Since 1962 much of his
lime has been given to his efforts to bring an
enjoyment of good drama and art to people who
would otherwise lack opportunity To this end
he has founded—under the aegis of the Trade
Unions—the well known Centre 42
Wesker s early plays were in the naturalistic
idiom centred on the vivid portrayal of an East
End Jewish family and a farm labourer s family
in Norfolk He evidently found naturalism in
adeauate and there gradually appeared in his work
drains of Expressionism which in Chips with
rmryttiing became the dominant style Weaker s
hold on dramatic structure is erratic but he has
an exhilarating sense of movement on the stage
His most individual characteristic is his pas
sionate concern for his characters They are
presented in the round living aspiring and erring
so that they achieve an independent existence
especially the women. Although male protago
nists like Bonnie Kahn and Pip are seen both in
their strength and weakness Wesker does not
entirely detach himself from them somehow
conveying his personal reactions to them—a
conflict of love and exasperation He has never
theless gone much further than Osborne for in
stance in creating a truly objective image as his
more flexible dialogue indicates He has a keen
e~r for social and personal idiosyncracies espec
nlly urban Jewish volubility and the fumbling
speech of the country labourer
Like Sartre Weaker is deeply committed
He Is a convinced socialist but not a propatandist
for his plays explore the inoial and practical
difficulties of the socialist position and he shows
unusual honesty m portraying Bonnie Kahn the
mo&t vocal of socialists as a, weak if not renegade
personality
The Trilogy—The trilogy consists of three natural
istic plays in which a discursive history of the
Jewish family the Kahns is fused with political
debate on the course of socialism
Chicken Soup uiUi Barley    1958    P
This is the springboard of the trilogy It
opens on October 4 1936 the morning of Mosleys
ittempted inarch through the East End of Lon
don when the curtain rises on the basement flat
of the Kahns a Jewish family dedicated to
feociahst activities It is 1967 when the play ends
with the disillusion of the son Bonnie at the
Hussion occupation of Hungary
Each of the Kahns is a live human being
presented not for moral judgment but with
sympathy Especially commanding is the mother
Sarah What Jung might call an extraverted
feeling type she is ignorant of events con
temptuous of books a strenuous mother figure
and yet in her aggressive dynamic the most
masculine person of the group in contrast to her
amiable but shiftless husband, Harry and the
vacillating Ronnie
The central theme of the play is the conflict
between attitudes of mind caring or concern
for the welfare of others and indifference to it
The battle is fought on two fronts in the home
and politically it being taken for granted that
socialism is an expression of caring The
stalwart Sarah is the centre of the two fold con
fliot for she attacks both social inertia and that
of her husband and son
Structurally the plar is sprawling but Wesker
already shows his intuitive sense of theatrical
movement At the end of Scene I there is an
exhilarating leap forward as the little band of
fighters surges from the basement to the light A
more experienced dramatist might have placed
 such a triumphal movement as Jie final climax
but the general pattern of the play is of recoil and
h lles'-ness held only by Sarahs unbhaleable
fii h in caring and Ponme s honesty with himself
Poo's    1959    P
There is here a skilful shift of scene to Korfoll
•ft j_re Beatie Bryant (Joan Plownght) i farm
labourer s daughter on holiday from London re
vi ts hei family Beatie is engaged to Ronnie
vl o has for three years been trying to educate her
e peciaUy in the arts and in the intelligent rue of
woids (the bridges of commumcat on) She
his ignored bis advice but endlessly parrot0 his
s yings to her phlegmatic family
Preoccupied with the primal necessities of life
the Bryants are the coarse roots from which
Bea tic has sprung In spite of a rough friendliness
they are itmoiant prejudiced stubborn and
above all inarticulate
When on the d°y appointed for his visit Eonme
sends in°tead a letter saying their marriage vould
not work Beatie is at last galvanised by shock
into finding thoughts and words of her own
These folk she realises are without spiritual root"
or standards Then comes her ecstatic moment
of self realisation She is at last thinking and
speaking for herseli
Although he does not know it Ronnie has
re<Jised his ambition to =ave someone from the
fire
The play is well constructed the characters and
dialogue are convincing Beatie delightful    The
ideas discussed about    roots    and    bridges
develop organically from the situation
I m Tolling alout Jerusalem     1960    P
In 1946 the Kahns daughter and her husband
Dave settle in Norfolk to put into practice the
theories of William Morris but Dave finding that
his handmade furniture cannot compete eco
normcally with the factory product faces their
failure and in 1959 they return to London
The theme of disillusion is here fully analysed
by the voluble Kahns but the mood escapes
de pair and Dave s self respect and sober appraisal
of unpalatable facts 13 contrasted with the em
bittered cynicism of a friend
The play is weak structurally There is m
sufficient action and Dave is not a sufficiently
commanding figure to hold things together Then
the intimate study of tender family relationships
suitable to a novel is embarrassing except for
brief moments on the public stage
Two symbolic moments m Act n indicate that
Wesker was realising the limitations of realism.
One is the miming of a simple ritual of recon
dilation the other a ritual enactment of the story
of creation
The Trilogy as a Whole—Weskei s trilogy throws
up vital questions of good and evil both personal
and social the chief perhaps being that of heredity
Must Ronnie and Beatie inherit their parents
limitations? Is Mrs Bryant right when she says
The apple don t fall far from the tree ? Is
man foredoomed and his struggle vain? Irom
cally it is the tindependable Harry who suggests
that giving people some love may help them to
change while of socialism he says It 11 pmifr
itself Who was right and 3n what degree?
The Kitchen    1959    P
In a two acter Wesker draws on his experience
as a chef to give a vivid impression of a day in
the kitchen of Marango a restaurant The play
is notable for its skilful contrasts in pace and
movement The quiet morning quickens to a
ftenay of anxiety at lunch time and the doldrums
of the afternoon are succeeded by the sudden
outburst of a German who goes beserk.
The swirling vortex is an image of the blind
activity of society and whfle avoiding the rigidity
of allegory Wesker clearly indicates that the
kitchen is a microcosm, of tbe world, where men
with then casual contacts find themselves in a
situation beyond their grasp The play ends with
the dramatic irony of Marango s failure to per

